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NUCLEAR DATA AND MEASUREMENTS SERIES

The Nuclear Data and Measurements Series presents results of studies

in the field of microscopic nuclear data. The primary objective is

the dissemination of information in the comprehensive form required

for nuclear technology applications. This Series is devoted to: a)

Measured microscopic nuclear parameters, b) Experimental techniques

and facilities employed in data measurements, c) The analysis, cor-

relation and interpretation of nuclear data, and d) The evaluati^..

of nuclear data. Contributions to this Series are reviewed to assure

technical competence and, unless otherwise stated, the contents can

be formally referenced. This Series does not surplant formal journal

publication but it does provide the more extensive information re-

quired for technological applications (e.g. tabulated numerical data)

in a timely manner.
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A SPECTROMETER FOR THE INVESTIGATION

01: GAMMA RADIATION PRODUCED

BY NEUTRON-INDUCED REACTIONS

by

Donald L. Smith

Argonce National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A spectrometer for measurement of cross sections

for gamma-ray production by neutron-induced reactions

has been constructed for use at the Argonne National

Laboratory Tandem Dynamitron Accelerator Facility.

Gamma radiation is detected by a shielded Ge(Li) detec-

tor in the angular range 30 - 135°. Neutron fluence is

monitored with either a fission detector or a plastic

scintillation detector. Raw data are recorded with an

on-line digital computer and these data are subsequent-

ly reduced to cross sections by off-line processing.

The characteristics of this facility and general fea-

tures of the data processing are described herein.

*
This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Re-
search and Development Administration.
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1. INTKODUCTIOX

Neutron irradiation of atoms produces gasna radiation

by means of various nuclear processes such as capture,

fission and (n,X,) reactions. Most of the gamma radiation

results from pror.pt electro-magnetic de-excitation cf the

reaction products; however, delayed gataaa production occurs

if the reaction products are left in isoneric states or de-

cay first from ground states via »;eak processes or alpha

particle emission. Analysis of these gassa-ray spectra is a

powerful method for investigation of nuclear structure. The

(n,n''<) reaction is a particularly useful tool for spectro-

scopic studies of the low-lying excited states of isotopes

which can b c obtained in sufficient quantities ('« 1 mole) to

fabricate a scattering sample [1].

Production of pronpt gacnsa radiation via neutron in-

elas'.ic scattering and subsequent absorption is an important

factor in the transformation of neutron kinetic energy to

he it in nuclear reactors. The importance of this process to

the development of nuclear energy sources has prompted con-

siderable research effort [2], In spite of this activity, it

is apparent that the available gatama-ray data falls short of

satisfying the needs for applications [3,4,5}.

A spectrometer has been constructed for use in the inves-

tigation of neutron-induced gacaaa-ray production. The objec-

tive is to measure cross-section excitation functions and

gamma-ray angular distributions for a large number of isotopes

of importance to nuclear-energy applications. The properties

of discrete ganma-ray transitions from threshold to several

MeV of excitation are sought. No single Instrument or tech-

nique is universally applicable for all categories of measure-

ments. Therefore, it was decided to concentrate on ganma-rays

with energies in the range 0 . 1 - 5 MeV, and neutron bonbarding
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energies below - 5 *?eV. While these limitations exclude

consideration of sorae important areas, they do permit in-

vestigation of a very significant domain J6).

The spectrooeter makes use cf a Ge(Li) detector for

ganuna-ray measurements. Ge(Li) detectors provide the high

resolution necessary to investigate complex spectra, and

lately they have become available with substantial effi-

ciencies. The timing characteristics of these detectors

are not outstanding, but experience has shown that timing

performance which is adequate for the intended application

can be obtained without excessive difficulty. Inaccurate

measurement of neutron fluence is a coranon source of sys-

tematic error in neutron cross section measurements. A

fission detector is us>ed with the present spectrometer for

reasons vhich will be discussed in Section 2.4. A scin-

tillation detector with a plastic ?cintillator is employed

as a secondary monitor for relative neutron measurements.

The importance of appropriate shielding for the ganDa-ray

detector should be emphasized. The spectrometer has been

under development for several years and cost improvements

in data quality during this period can be attributed to

shielding modifications. The application of pulsed-beam

neutron time-of-flight techniques in several areas of

neutron spectroscopy have been described by various authors

(C.Q. rtf. 7,8,9 and 10). The Argonne National Laboratory

Tandem Dynamitron Accelerator has pulsed-bearr capability and

use has been made of this feature in design of the spectro-

meter in order to reject background and distinguish prompt

from delayed gamma radiation. The spectrometer also utilizes

a small digital computer for data acquisition. The da£a quan-

tity and rate are manageable for a small computer and one can

thereby incorporate a degree of complexity and flexibility

in data acquisition which is not feasible with hard-wired

recorders [11]. Ease of setup and long-term stability are

required for an instrument designed for programmatic cress
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section studies. During one measurement period, this

spectroa>eter was utilized continuously for six v.-eeks with

approximately 120 hours of continuous operation per week.

The objectives of this paper are to describe the

spectrometer and its operating characteristics, discuss

its capabilities, present representative examples of

spectral data acquired with this instrument, and outline

the data acquisition and processing procedures.

I. APPARATUS AX3 OATA ACQUISITION

2.1 General

Figs. 1-6 describe the hardware coap-jnents of this

spectrometer. Scattering sacples are supported by an ad-

justable seen (figs. 2,3 and 5) on a beae line of the AKL

Tandem Dynatsir.ron Accelerator Facility (connonly referred

to as the Fast-Neutron Generator or FXG [12]. The sanple

is irradiated with neutrons emitted in the vicinity of
7 7 2 3

zero degrees; the Li(p,n) Be and K(d,n) He reactions

are the neutron sources nost often employed. Gamma radi-

ation from neutron induced reartions is measured at various

scattering angles by a Ge(Li) detector which is enclosed in

a massive shield which pivots about the sacr.ple (Figs. 1.2,3

and 5 ) . Neutron fluence is usually measured with a fission

detector placed on the beam line between the neutron srurce

and the sample (Figs. 1,2,3 and 4). The low mass of the

fission detector insures that the perturbation of the neu-

tron beam incident upon the sample is relatively small

(Fig. 4). Alternatively, the fission chamber can be aoved

out of Che way (Fig. 5) and the neutron fluence can be

monitored by a shielded scintillation detector situated i 5

meters from the neutron source (Fig. 2). A lon^ counter is

also used for radiation safety purposes and for monitoring

target yields (Fig. 2). Signals from the detectors are

processed with electronic apparatus which will be described

in Section 2.5. Details of on-line data processing by the

digital computer will be treated in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Neutron Source

Characteristics of the FUG ate described elsewhere [12].

This accelerator currently provides direct-current or pulsed

beams of protons or deuterons with energies in the range 1.5

- 8.0 KeV. With klystron bunching, the FNG can deliver, on

target, an average pulsed-beam current of '- 5 pA with a burst

repetition rate of 2 MHz and pulse widths of '- 1 nanosec.

Other pulsing modes are available, but that nentioned above

is satisfactory for the present application. Natural lith-

ium metal is evaporated on tantalus cups to form the targets

for neutron production via the Li(p,n) Be reaction (Figs. 3,4

and 5}. Target oscillation and air-jet cooling increasas

target life tine. Properties of the Li+p neutron source are

well known [13,14,25]. A gas target assembly is used for

measurements incorporating the *H(d,n) He neutron source re-

action. This assembly is not shovn in this paper; however,

properties of this source are described elsewhere [14,16].

Timing signals are derived by passing the beam bursts through

a pickoff tube placed near the target (Fig. 2). This method

has the advantage of providing a zero tine which is relative-

ly independent of bean energy [9]. The beam "spot" on target

is defined by vertical and horizontal slits and is norctally

"- 0.5 cm square. The neutron source extends along a line n- 2

cm long when a gas target is used. At higher energies, back-

ground and secondary-source neutrons are emitted from both

lithium and deuterium targets. Various techniques are ens-

ployed for dealing with this problem; these are discussed in

other reports [15,16,17].

2.3 Gamma-Ray Detector and Shield

A 52-cm true-coaxial Ge(Li) u-itactor in a right-angle

dipstick, cryostat is used as the gamma-ray detector. The

nominal full-energy peak efficiency for this detector is 10.52

relative to a 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm cylindrical Nal (T£) scintilla-

tion detector (measured with 1.332-MeV gamma-rays from a Co
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source placed at a distance of 25 cm). A scintillation

detector ccjld be used in the spectrometer; however, the

advantage of high resolution for the Ge(Li) detector

outweighs the disadvantage of decreased efficiency.

The gamma-ray detector is shielded from the neutron

source so that it sees primarily those gamma-rays from

the irradiated sample. This shielding should be effec-

tive over a considerable angular range if angular dis-

tribution measurements are to be made [1]. The shield tank

currently used for the Ge(Li) -ietector (Figs. 1,2,3,5 and

6) is constructed from 0.63-cm thick steel sheets. The

shield is modular so that shield components can be added

or removed in order to vary the distance from the detec-

tor to the sample. The shield is mounted on a steel

platform which smoothly traverses a circular path by

means of an air-flotation pad (Fig. 1). The Ge(Li) de-

tector views the scattering sample through a square colli-

mator which provides optimal shielding for a given solid

angle. Shielding of the throat of the collimator is pro-

vided by an adjustable shadow bar cor3trueted of lead

(Fig. 1,2,3,5 and 6 ) . However, other shielding materials

(e.g. tungsten) could also be employed.

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of the internal struc-

ture of the shield. Lead near the front absorbs gamma

radiation from the neutron source. Various neutron shield

materials were evaluated on the basis of three parameters.

The first parameter is hydrogen density, iv,, which deter-

mines the effectiveness of the shielding in slowing fast

neutrons. Lithium is a desirable component of a neutron

shield for a gamma-ray detector because the Li atoms in

natural lithium remove moderated neutrons by the non-

radiative Li(n,TI) He reaction. The %(n,Y) H reaction

captures moderated neutrons but produces 2.2-MeV gamma

rays which contribute to detector background. Therefore,
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tvo Aiifliciois.il ;>ararecers to consider for sliicldlitf* com-

parison are I.i concentration, n, . , nun the ratio, ft, of

nnn-r.-utiatiw 'i.'in, ') «-<* to radiative i.lnt>)*"»; ttbsorp-

t i«»is lioK-fsiprj"- neutrons). P vas computer for tiicrral

lUMitrmtr. us in'- :»!Jhlish«.*«i cross sections i.'.4>J. ''alues of

n , v.t .1111; •: for several shiplc ratwrinls appear ir.

Yable 1. f.itSiiur: liycroxifip ronoaycirate jiowcier vaa selected

for tiip biu't shielo rateri.il (. ir. •»). This cor.pounti is

inexpensive, oasily hantiiec .inn norcorrosive. A rer^vahle

coilinator vas fabricated fror a fixture of i»0» lithiur;

carlumate .-inti 30/. raraffin. lids caterial has a larper

value of !'. than Cite hulk shield nsterial ana is easy to

v.olf'. vhp front and side of the tie(l.i) detector are sur-

roundctt by an inner layer of lead ano an outer layer of

lithium carbonate powder (Klf. 0 ) . Lithiur carbonate is

not a food neutron roderator, but vas chosen for its larp.e

value of V (Yal»l<» 1). -Tlie lead provides an effectivr* final

I'arrler against y.arra ravs produced bv neutrons absorbed

tJiroin-h radiative processes in t»;e si'.ield. 'Chv inner

shiel<iin;* corponcnts could be rerxived anti replaced by an

anti-Conpton trantle {lj if retjuireo; Iiov;ever, it has not

proved necessnrv to <io so since the current research pro*

prar: i» concerned with neutron reaction processes at ener-

gies of a few MeV and below. The shield, 3s shown In Kip,,

1, places the Ce(Li) detector '»- 130 en fron the sarrle.

The center of tii sample Is norrally t 12 cr. from the

neutron source. Angular distribution measureKents over

the ranpe JO9 - 133° are possible with t'ais apparatus.

The forward ancle limitation is determined by the necessity

of shielding the detector from direct target radiation,

while the back aiif.le 1 irritation is p.eonctric in nature

<Fij>. 1 and 2 ) .

2.4 Neutron Kluence Monitors

experience in this laboratory has shown that a fission

detector whirl: contains a calibrated deposit of
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235 238
uranium, enriched in either ~ V or IF, is a convenient

and reliable neutron fluence monitor for a variety of cross

section measurements. Uranium fission cross sections are

important in fission reactor technology and considerable

effort has been expended tctvard improving the accuracy to
235

which they are known. The II fission cross section

appears to be known to better titan 5% for E * 0.1-5 MeV.

2 "\P 2 "̂ 5 "̂
The U: V fission cross section ratio is probably known

238
to better than 2% for E = 1.5-5 MeV although U is not

desirable for use as a neutron monitor below 2 MeV. Both

these cross sections vary smoothly and gradually with

neutron energy (no resonance structure) in the region of

interest,

Fission detector technology has been reviewed by

Lamphere 119]. The detector used for the present spectro-

meter is shown in Figs. 3,4 and 5. This detector is a para-

llel-plate ionization chamber which utilizes pure methane

at 1 atm. The grounded electrode contains a thin, uniformly

thick deposit of uraniun,2.54 cm in diameter. A bias is

applied to the second electrode which is isolated fron the

grounded electrode by three 0.63-cm long teflon insulators.

Pulses are transferred from the biased electrode and shaped

by a preamplifier. All fission events except those which

emit fragments near 90° produce signals in the detector.

Corrections for loss of fission fragments in the deposit and

for fissions masked by alpha-particle emission are small (<

4%), measurable and relatively insensitive tc neutron energy
2

for the deposits used in this spectrometer (̂  0.2-1 ing/cm

of uranium). The chamber electrodes and walls are 0.025-cm

thick and the net change in fissions resulting from "In" and

"Out" scattering is only v 1-2%. Therefore, the efficiency

of the fission detector is essentially proportional to the

macroscopic fission cross section for the uranium deposit.
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The proportionality constant i s governed by the mass of

the uranium deposit and geometric factors. A set of

calibrated uranium deposits i s available in this labora-

tory and these have been used in the present work. These

deposits were calibrated using mass spectrographic and

spectrocheraicsl techniques in conjunction with measure-

ments of specif ic alpha act iv i ty . The procedure has

been described by Meadows [20] . The uranium masses for

these deposits are known to "- 1% and the isotopic fractions

are known to a finer precision. Table 2 gives the results

of the mass spectrographic analyses for these uranium de-

posi ts . The deposits are placed i 5-6 cm away from the

neutron source during cross section measurements. I t i s

possible to obtain adequate time resolution with the f iss ion

detector and tirae-cf-flight discrimination i s employed to

reject scattered-neutron background. The scattered-neutron

background varies slowly with primary neutron energy and i s
235< 2% for a U-enriched deposit.

Gamma production excitation functions are measured vs .

neutron energy with the f iss ion detector in position and the

Ge(Li) detector located at 55" (Figs. 1 and 3) . This angle

corresponds to a node in the P~ term for the Legendre poly-

nomial representation of the angular distribution functions.

Angular distributions can be measured at selected energies

without regard to absolute neutron fluence. For these meas-

urements, the f iss ion detector i s removed from the beam line

(Fig. 5) and a sc int i l la t ion detector i s used as an auxi l -

iary neutron monitor. This i s desirable because the f iss ion

chamber interferes with back-angle measurements. The sc in -

t i l la t ion detector consists of a 2.54-cm dia x 0.63 cm thick

plast ic sc in t i l la tor (Pilot-B) optically coupled tc an RCA

6810A photomultiplier tube. The detector i s mounted in a

paraffin shield ^ 5 meters from the target and views the
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neutron source, but not the sample, through a collimator.

Since the timing resolution of this detector is superior

to both the Ce(Li) detector and the fission chamber, it

is used to monitor the pulsed beam during measurements.

A long counter is used as a third neutron detector,

primarily for radiation safety and target yield monitor-

ing purposes. This detector is also valuable for cali-

brating the FNG beam energy via neutron-producing reac-

tion thresholds. The long counter is mobile and for

threshold msasurenents it is placed at zero degrees.

2.5 Electronic Components

The electronic circuitry employed for this spectro-

meter has been assembled with the objectives of simplic-

ity and reliability. Block diagrams of the circuitry

are shown in Figs. 7-10.

The circuitry used for derivation of zero-time

signals from the beam burst is shown schematically in

Fig. 7. A preamplifier amplifies the fast bipolar signal

derived from the tiffie-pickoff tube. Delay cables of

various lengths are used for adjustment of time-of-flight

spectra. A discriminator senses the zero-crossing time foz

the bipolar signal ~-d generates a standard fast logic

signal which drives the "Stop" inputs for three tirae-to-

amplitude converters.

The electronic components used to derive signals

from the Ge(Li) detector and the fission detector are

shown in Fig. 8. Both time and pulse-height (gamma-ray

energy) information are derived from the Ge(Li) detector;

only a timing signal is derived from the fission detec-

tor. A bias level on the fission detector discriminator

rejects noise and alpha-particle pulses. All signals

above the alpha cutoff are produced by fission fragments.

Time-of-flight information from the Ge(Li) detector

and fission detector is routed through a passive "Or"
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network. A linear amplifier, single-channel analyzer

and special purpose module designated "monitor logic

unit" are used to satisfy the logic conditions re-

quired for on-line data processing with the digital com-

puter. The single-channel analyzer ifc used to set a

wide window which encompasses al l significant portions

of the fission detector time-of-flight spectrum. The

analyzer drives the monitor logic unit which serves

two logical functions: (i) I t generates a signal with

an adjustable amplitude which is used as a "dummy"

energy pulse simulating the nonexistent fission devec-

tor energy channel. The "dummy" energy signal is routed

to the second input of the energy "Or" network. The

output from this unit drives an amplifier which processes

the true energy signal from the Ge(Li) detector and the

"dummy" energy signal from the fission detector on an

equal basis. (ii) An identifier signal (or "Tag") is

generated,with variable delay,which ultimately enables

the digital computer to differentiate Ge(Li) detector and

fission detector pulses and thereby process them accord-

ing to procedures dictated by the computer software. Each

input pulse to the monitor logic unit produces one "dummy"

energy pulse and one "Tag" pulse. The delay amplifier is

required to insure that the fission detector time-of-flight

and "dummy" energy signals are presented to the computer

data terminal in the appropriate chronological order.

The circuitry employed with the scintillation detec-

tor is shown schematically in Fig. 9. Both timing and

pulse-height information are derived from this detector.

The time-of-flight signals from the TAC are amplified and

sent to a linear gate which opens only when the correspond-

ing pulses in the energy channel (slow) exceed a selected

lev/el established by a single-channel analyzer. This scheme

provides the desired rejection of photomultiplier noise and
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a relatively stable response (efficiency) for the monitor.

Beyond the linear gate, the electronic circuitry i s

identical to that employed with the fission detector. In

fact, i t i s possible to interchange the f ission detector

and sc int i l la t ion detector monitors by interchanging one

cable.

A Systems Engineering Laboratories Model 840MP digi -

tal computer i s used for data acquisition. This computer

has a 24-bit word length, 24K core capacity and a 1.75

Msec cycle time. The computer has the usual compliment

of hard-wired instructions and 14 levels of priority in -

terrupt. The immediate peripheral compliment consists of

a standard ASR-33 teletype keyboard, a fast paper tape

1/0 unit, disk storage and a CRT display in addition to the

data-terminal interface 121].

The two analog-to-digital converters in the data ter-

minal transform time-of-flight and energy information

from the analog circuitry into binary numbers which are

stored in two ADC sealers until they are read and processed

by the computer according to the resident software. During

this processing time, the analog circuitry i s blocked so

that there i s a data-acquisition deadtime. This deadtime

does not affect the accuracy of the relative measurements

because the Ge(Li) detector and neutron monitor channels

experience identical deadtime from this source. Once

processing has been completed, the analog circuitry i s

opened to await subsequent signals from the detectors. The

contents of the data terminal sealers are used in formula-

tion of a 24-bit word which i s read into the accumulator of

the computer in the f irs t step of on-line data processing.

The word structure i s as follows: Bits 1 and 11 are unused.

Time-of-flight information enters bits 2-10 while energy

information enters bits 12-23. Bit O has a special role.
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It is left in the "on" or "one" mode unless it is set to

the "off" or "zero" mode by a signal from the interface.

This signal is generated whenever there is a coincidence

between the data terminal slow-coincidence output and the

"Tag" signal from the neutron monitor circuitry. Logi-

cally, this corresponds to a condition where there has

been a pair of energy and time signals processed by the

data terminal analog circuitry and recorded in the ADC

sealers, and a "Tag" signal was present,sisultaneouslyt

indicating that the event originated in the neutron

monitor. Therefore, the status of bit 0 tells the com-

puter whether the event originated in the Ge(Li) detector

(bit 0 set "on") or in the neutron monitor (bit 0 set

"off").

In addition to the ADC sealers, there exist six

auxiliary,addressable sealers in the data terminal.

These sealers can be cleared, started, halted and read by

the computer. They are routinely used for acquisition of

supplemental data such as current integrator readings,

long counter events and 60 Hz clock tines.

2.6 On-Line Data Processing

A version of the SEL 840*9* on-line operating system

COSACS is used as the software for acquisition of data

from the spectroneter [21]. Many pertinent features of

the software are discussed in detail in Ref. 21 so only

those aspects unique to the present application will be

mentioned here.

The computer is not programed to record an energy/

time matrix because this would be too costly of storage

space; therefore, suns are computed and the results are

stored as one dimensional arrays (spectra). Two Ge(Ll)

detector energy spectra, a Ge(Li) detector tlae-of-flight

spectrum and a neutron monitor tioe-of-flight spectrum

-15-



are accumulated by the computer. These spectra are gener-

ated by manipulation of the 24-bit word formulated in the

computer accumulator as described in Section 2.5.

Normally, the time-of-flight spectrum for the Ge(Li)

detector consists of a flat background of time-uncorre-

lated events and two resolved peaks. This tine spectrum

includes events with various energies recorded by the de-

tector (summed over energy). One peak is attributed to

prompt gamma rays from neutron-induced reactions in the

sample and prompt gamma rays from the neutron source which

are Compton-scattered by the sample or collimator walls

into the Ge(Li) detector. The second peak in the spectrum

corresponds to a later time and is produced by the inter-

action of neutrons (mainly those scattered by the sample)

with the Ge(Li) detector. The computer software permits

the experimenter to select two regions of interest in the

Ge(Li) detector time spectrui f equal channel width) and

then record the two energy spectra from the detector

corresponding to these selected time-of-flight intervals.

The channel boundaries for these tine intervals are stored

in the memory as parameters. The usual choice for these

intervals is the prompt gamma-ray time peak and an adjacent

region of time-uncorrelated background. The difference

between these two recorded energy spectra (background sub-

traction) is the spectrum of prompt gamma rays. The ex-

perimenter can choose to record Ge(Li) detector energy

spectra with 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 channels. The Ge(Li)

detector time-of-flight spectrum i6 always confined to 512

channels.

The phenomenon of time walk is well known in time-of-

flight spectroscopy [10]. The measured time for an event

recorded by a detector varies with the amplitude of the

pulse (energy) because the discriminator is triggered at

different times by pulses with different amplitudes. The

-16-



effect is quite noticeable for Ge(JLi) detectrrs since

the signal risetines are relatively slow for these detec-

tors. Tlie effect of time walk is a broadening and tailing

of time-of-flight peaks when a wide dynamic range of pulse

amplitudes is accepted. Leading-edge timing, as used for

the present spectrometer, is susceptible to time walk, for

obvious reasons. Various techniques have been applied in

the design of discriminators to minimize this effect. In

the present facility, the digital computer corrects the

Ge(Li) detector tine information for valk effects prior to

storage of the data. This real-tine correction is made

utilizing a 32-elecent correction array stored in the com-

puter. The energy spectrum is subdivided into 32 equal-

channel intervals and the time shift applied to the incom-

ing data depends upon the amplitude of the corresponding

energy signal. The time-shift parameters can be measured

with aid of a specialized subroutine of the operating sys-

tem. All these adjustments and storage functions represent

only operations on the 24-bit word formulated in the ac-

cumulator of the computer. There is no feedback to the

analog circuitry used to generate the signals.

As indicated in Section 2.5, the computer interprets

a data word as corresponding to the neutron monitor when-

ever the monitor logic unit generates a "Tag" pulse which

ultimately sets bit 0 to "off". Up to this point, the only

apparent function for the "dummy" energy signal from the

monitor logic unit has been to satisfy a coincidence re-

quirement in the data terminal. However, this signal

plays an important role in minimizing random coincidence

effects which could lead to improper interpretation of the

stored data. The method is as follows: The "dummy"

energy signal produces a sharp line in the spectrum. The

amplitude of the pulse is selected so that the peak falls

in a region of the Ge(Li) spectrum which is of no intercut
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to the experiment and which preferably has few Ge(Li)

counts (usually the upper-channel end of the spectrum).

A digital "window" is set on this peak and the operating

system of the computer will not store any data as a

neutron monitor event unless the "dummy" energy signal

falls within the window. A 512-channel titne-of-flight

spectrum is recorded corresponding to signals which

satisfy all criteria necessary for interpretation as

neutron monitor events.

The data acquired by the computer can be recorded

on either paper tape or the disk. The output includes

selected parameters of the operating system, two Ge(Li)

energy spectra, the Ge(Li) tine-of-flight spectrum and

the neutron time-of-flight monitor spectrum.

3. SPECTROMETER PERFORMANCE AND

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

3.1 Ge(Ll) Detector Calibration

The Ge(Li) detector used in this spectrometer is

calibrated for energy vs. channel and for relative ef-

ficiency using cocoon techniques [22-27]. All calibra-

tions are based on full-energy peak measurements.

Non-linearity in the energy vs. channel calibration

is treated by fitting a simple polynomial to the cali-

bration data. The energy calibrations are sufficiently

reliable to permit routine measurement of gaaoa-ray

energies to within "» 0.5 keV. Gain stabilization cir-

cuitry is not employed; however, the position of the

0.847-i-ieV gamma ray line from the Fe(n,n'v) Fe reac-

tion was observed to drift by no more than "- 2 keV in a

three week period.

Fig. 11 shows the relative efficiency vs. gama-ray
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energy for E, = 0.1-3.6 MeV. The smooth curve is a

least-squares f i t of the formula

n
£n e = I a. ( in EJ^-1 (1)

k=l k Y

to calibration data. The relative efficiency calibra-

tions appear to be accurate to ̂  3% over this range.

The absolute efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector is

determined by placing calibrated point sources from the

U.S. National Bureau of Standards in a special holder at

the sample position. Measurements of the absolute gamma-
60 ?2_

ray efficiency made using a Co source and a fla source

agree to within ̂  2%. The efficiency calibrations are

observed to be stable to within this accuracy for periods

of several weeks.

An energy resolution of ̂  2.5 keV FWHM for the 1.332-

MeV Co line has been observed for the Ge(Li) detector.

The resolution achieved is adequate, for example, to com-

pletely resolve the 0.996- and 1.005-lIeV gamma rays pro-

duced in the decay of Eu [26]. However, the gamma-ray

lines are broadened by the Doppler effect in neutron-in-

duced reaction measurements. Therefore, the ultimate

energy resolution capabilities of the detector are gener-

ally not exploited.

3.2 Electronics Performance

Two requirements of the electronics apparatus are

stability and fidelty. Fidelity, in this sense, means the

ability to record events without rejection of information

through improper signal processing. The fission detector

is very reliable. Measurements indicate a fidelity of

better than 99.992 in the processing of signals by the

discriminator. The stability of the discrimination level

is such that less than 0.01% variation in absolute effi-

ciency can be expected over a period of several days.
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There have been no instances noted when the discrimina-

tion level shifts into the alpha peak. In the event that

this should happen, the alpha events would contribute to

the time uncorrelated background in the time-of-flight

spectrum and would be rejected by off-line data process-

ing. The Ge(Li) detector appears to be equally reliable.

Studies have been made to determine deadtime during

typical measurements, to examine the fidelity of several

elements of the analog and digital circuitry and to deter-

mine limits on the effects of random coincidences which

could result in failure to distinguish Ge(Li) detector

from neutron monitor events. The results of these studies

show that the deadtime is typically 1-2% when the fission

detector is used as the monitor and 5-10% when the scin-

tillation detector is used as the monitor. The difference

is attributed to count rates. The count rate for the

Ge(Li) detector is typically ̂  100-200 per sec. The fis-

sion detector count rate is t 2-5 per sec while that for

scintillation detector is '" 20-50 per sec. These are

count rates for pulses accepted by the data terminal for

storage in the computer. The deadtime may seem large to

individuals accustomed to data acquisition with a multi-

channel analyzer; however, it must be remesbered the com-

puter is required to perform numerous operations on each

data word prior to storage. Loss of data as a result of

improper pulse processing (exclusive of deadtime) is less

than 0.1% for typical measurement conditions. Improper

storage as a result of random coincidence effects is a

negligible factor for practical purposes. Stability

tests on the "dummy" energy signal associated with the

neutron monitor channel indicate that drifting over a

period exceeding a week was less than 0.052.

The scintillation detector is used as a secondary

monitor for angular distribution measurements. The sta-

bility of this detector is dependent primarily on stabil-
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ity of the photomultiplier high voltage power supply.

Experience has shown that the efficiency normally

drifts by no more than a few percent over a 24-hour

period which is far longer than required to complete

most angular distribution measurements.

The time resolutions observed for the time-of-

flight spectra recorded for the detectors depend on

several factors including the pulsed beam resolution.

Improved time resolution of the pulsed-beam Is general-

ly accompanied by a loss of average beam current.

Clearly, a tradeoff is desirable and no attempt is made

to optimize time resolution unless it is required for a

given set of measurements. Typical operating conditions

will yield ^ 2-3 nanosec FWHM for the target gamma-ray

peak recorded by the scintillation detector, "- 9 nanosec

FWHM for the fission detector and ̂  19 nanosec FWHM for

the Ge(Li) detector (0.1-2 MeV dynamic range in gamma-ray

energy). In spite of the walk correction, low-energy

gamma rays produce considerable deterioration of Ge(Li)

detector time resolution.

3.3 Miscellaneous Characteristics

The gamma-ray detection efficiency of the spectro-

meter varies by < 2% over the range 30° - 135° as a re-

sult of geometric effects.

The presence of the fission detector perturbs the

measurement of gamma rays from neutron inelastic scatter-

ing in a minor way. Calculations indicate that "Out"

scattering of incident neutrons by Che detector exceeds

"In" scattering so that the fluence incident upon the

sample is reduced by ̂  1-22 by the presence of the fis-

sion detector. Attempts to measure this effoct have been

inconclusive since the difference is generally masked by

statistical uncertainty of the gama-ray yield. More

significant is the fact that weak lines are observed in
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the gamma-ray spectra measured at 55° which can be attrib-

uted to (n,n'Y) reactions with components of the fission

detector. This can be troublesome for measurements with

sample materials which are also found in the detector

(e.g. Ait, Fe, Cu or Zn). In these circumstances, the

scintillation detector can be calibrated relative to the

fission detector and used as a "stand-in" monitor.

Backscattering of neutrons from the sample to the

fission detector appears to be a small effect. Computa-

tions for a large Fe sample ("« 350 grams) yield a value of

< 3%. The results of measurements made to investigate

this effect were inconclusive since the differences vetc

masked by statistical uncertainty.

The effects of air scattering and scattering by ap-

paratus in the vicinity of the neutron source (e.g. target

assembly or shadow bar) appear to be small and in any event

largely cancel for relative measurements utilizing the

fission detector as a fluence monitor. These effects are

not considered in analysis of the experimental data.

3.4 Representative Experimental Results

Fig. 12 is representative of the experimental data ob-

tained with this spectrometer. This measurement was per-

formed with an iron sample and 2-MeV neutrons. The spectra

were accumulated in ̂  30 min. Spectrum 1 is the Ge(Li)

detector energy spectrum which corresponds to the prompt

gamma-ray time peak while Spectrum 2 corresponds to tiroe-

uncorrelated background. Spectrum 3 is the difference.

Spectrum 4 is the Ge(Li) time-of-flight spectrum (with

prompt gamma-ray, neutron and background regions labelled).

Spectrum 5 is the fission detector time-of-flight spectrum

(the scintillation detector was not used in this measure-

ment) .

Fig. 13 is a composition of various spectra recorded

using a vanadium sample. This figure shows the effects of
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time walk on the structure of the Ge(Li) detector time-

ot-flight speccrum. Furthermore, it is seen that the

energy spectrum corresponding to the neutron tine peak

is dominated by lines characteristic of neutron in-

elastic scattering within the Ge(Li) detector itself.

These lines are broadened because of ionization by re-

coiling germanium nuclei within tha detector. The Q..69-
72

MeV transition in Ge occurs with a half life of 0.422

usec and is therefore observed in the background (23,29).

4. OFF-LINE DATA PROCESSING

The raw spectral data are transcribed from paper

tape or disk to magnetic tape in binary-coded decimal

format to facilitate subsequent processing. The spectra

are then plotted and the numerical values are listed so

that the data can be inspected for discrepancies. The

peaks in the spectra are identified and the number of

counts present in selected peaks are determined with the

aid of a digital computer. The counts for Ge(Li) energy

or time-of-flight peaks are computed by summing the

channel counts between selected limits after background

subtraction. Smooth backgrounds are fitted with ordinary

polynomial expansions utilizing least-squares techniques;

unresolved peaks are analyzed by fitting Gaussian peak

shapes to the data.

The time-of-flight peak counts for the fission de-

tector are corrected for the experimental effects listed

in Table 3. The Ge(Li) detector full-energy peak counts

are corrected for the experimental effects listed in Table

4. Neutron cross sections needed to determine these cor-

rections are obtained from the literature [2] or jfrom data

files at the National Neutron Cross Section Center [30].

Photon cross sections are obtained from an evaluation by

Storm and Israel f31].
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Differential gamma-ray production cross sections are

computed from the corrected detector counts, the masses

of the samples and uranium deposits and the appropriate

fission cross sections. Currently, fission cross sections

from the ENDF/B-IV file are used for this purpose [30).

The computation procedures also yield average neutron

energies and neutron energy resolutions for the measured

cross sections. Host computations are performed with a

digital computer.

Discussion of specific data processing procedures is

omitted from this paper since they depend upon such fac-

tors as sample geometry, neutron source reaction and prop-

erties of the sample material. The spectrometer can be

utilized for measurements involving a variety of experi-

mental configurations. A few general statements can be

made about the relative importance of various sources of

experimental error. Gamma-ray absorption by the sample is

generally the principal source of systematic error for

eost measurements. Neutron absorption and multiple scatter-

ing effects are second on the list. Absorption and scatter-

ing directly affect the normalization of measured differen-

tial cress sections and are responsible for a characteristic

asymmetry (enhanced back-angle yield and suppressed forward

angle yield) observed in uncorrected angular distributions.

Statistical uncertainties in the Ge(Li) detector or neutron

monitor peak counts are generally not major sources of un-

certainty. Exceptions are weak gamma-ray transitions or

gamma-ray full energy peaks superimposed on large Compton

distributions. Corrections for neutron source properties

are relatively minor and tend to cancel. Geometric effects

can be easily calculated. Corrections for other factors

listed in Tables 3 and 4 are either minor or can be calcu-

lated with sufficient accuracy.
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T;iMe

Values of a... a. . , .wd 8 !*»r

Several Neutron SMel<! **:«* r ials

Material

Pure Water
(11,0)

Pure Paraffin
(CH2)

Lithiun Hydroxide
Monohydrate
Powder
(Li OH • H 0)

Water Saturated
with Li OK

Lithium
Carbonate
(Li, C03)

50% Paraffin +
50% Li2 CO

Solid Lithium
Acetate
(Li C2 H 3 0,)

nH
(atons/cn )

0.67 x

0.81 x

0.43 x

0.57 x

0

0.11 x

0.53 x

1O23

1O23

1O23

1O23

1023

1O23

{*

0

0

0

0

0

n

=oir.

0

0

.10

.35

.12

.82

.57

Li
*/

X

X

X

X

X

-6

1O22

1021

io21

102>

Ra

0

0

5.26

1.32

Infinite

15.8

2.27

R = (n. . , o . g/n.. o ) . Computation of II based on the following thermal

neutron cross sections obtained from Ref. 18:

°Li(n th
,3H)4He

a,, - 0.332 barn
n

70.7 barns
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Table 3

Corrections to Fission Detector

Data Made in Off-Line Processing

1. Fission fragments absorbed by the uranium deposit

or rejected by the discriminator (1-32).

2. "In" and "Out" scattering of source neutrons by

components of the fission detector (net correc-

tion 1-22).

3. Backscattering of neutrons fron the sample (< 3%).

It. Geometric effects (1-2%).

5. Characteristics of the neutron source (depends upon

source reaction).

6. Isotopic content of the uranium deposit (see Table

2).
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Table 4

Corrections to Ge(I.i) Detector

Data Hade in Off-Line Processing

1. Detection efficiency, (see Fig. 11).

2. Neutron absorption and multiple scattering in the

sample (depends upon sample).

3. Gamma-ray absorption and coherent scattering in the

sample (depends upon sample).

A. Geometric effects (.1-2%).

5. Characteristics of the neutron source (depends upon

source reaction).

6. Perturbation of the incident neutrons by the fission

detector (1-2%).

7. Chemical and isotopic composition of the sample (de-

pends upon sample).
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FIGURE CAPTION'S

Fig. 1. Photograph of gacssa-ray spectrcneccr showing bean line,

fission detector neutron r-onitor, Ge(I.i) detector shield

and air-flotation pad track.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of principal components of the garsa-

ray spectrometer.

Fig. 3. Photograph shoving the target cup, fission detector neu-

tron monitor, scattering sair.ple and s .triple support stem,

shadow bar and shield colliraator.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the target cup, fission detector

neutron monitor and a scattering sar.ple.

Fig. 5. Photograph shoving the fission detector removed as re-

quired for angular distribution measurements which employ

the scintillation detector as the neutron monitor.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the Ge(Li) detector shield showing

structural components.

Fig. 7, Block diagram of electronics used for derivation of timing

signals from the pulsed beam.

Fig 8. Block diagram of electronics used for generation and rout-

ing of signals from the Ge(I.i) detector and the fission

detector.

Fig. 9. Block diagram of electronics required when the scintilla-

tion detector is used as a neutron monitor instead of the

fission detector.

Fijj.lO. Block diagram of the analog circuitry and computer inter-

face. Ge(Li) and neutron monitor signals are processed

identically by the analog circuitry but are distinguished

in the computer by means of the monitor identifier tag.

Fig.11. Measured relative full-energy-peak efficiency curve for

the Ge(Li) gamma ray detector used in the spectrometer.

Fig.12. Representative spectra recorded in the computer during a

measurement: (1) energy spectrum corresponding to segment

labelled "G" in spectrum 4, (2) energy spectrum correspond-

ing to segment labelled "B" in spectrum 4, (3) difference
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of spectrun 1 and spectruK 2, {4) Ge(Li) tine-of-flight

spectrum, and (5) fission detector time-of-flight spec-

trum.

Fig,13. Correlation of Ge(Li) detector energy and tine spectra.

Spectra labelled 1 to 16 are time spectra corresponding

to indicated portions of the energy spectrun. Notice the

walk effect. Spectra labelled "X+B", "G+B" and "B"

correspond to indicated portions of the Ge(Li) detector

time spectrun.
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Fig. 12
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